Epidemiology of Snake Bites Linked with the Antivenoms Production in Colombia 2008–2020: Produced Vials Do Not Meet the Needs
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Introduction: Snakebite envenomation is a public health event of mandatory reporting in Colombia. It is considered a medical emergency in which the government must guarantee antivenom availability. We describe snakebite epidemiological figures in Colombia between 2008 and 2020 and correlate them with antivenom manufacturing figures to determine rate coverage and the need for antivenom.

Methods: We performed an ecological study based on secondary official figures from the National Health Institute, the National Institute for Surveillance of Medicines and Foods, the National Administrative Department of Statistics and the Ministry of Health and Social Protection. Absolute and relative frequencies were calculated with 95% confidence intervals, position measurements, dispersion and central tendency.

Results: Through our research, we revealed that in the last 13 years (2008–2020), there were an average of 4467 annual snakebite envenomation cases affecting all the departments in Colombia. Antioquia reported the highest number of snakebites with 647 (95% CI 588–706) cases per year. The population incidence per 100,000 inhabitants was 9.5; the highest rates were found in Vaupés at 116.1 and Guaviare at 79.24. During the last seven years (2014–2020) Colombia produced an average of 21,104 antivenom vials per year, while the annual demand for antivenom is estimated at 54,440 units needed to guarantee access.

Discussion: Colombia does not produce sufficient vials to cover their needs, and this is why only 74.4% of accidents (out of the 92% not classified as dry bites) were treated, and even 9.7% of the severe accidents did not receive the specific treatment (8% of the victims were classified as dry bites). Figures support the regular antivenom shortages declared by the Ministry of Health and Social Protection in the last 13 years (11 health emergency declarations). New efforts are needed to: 1) boost the production of GMP-based high-quality antivenom, that covers the national needs and is made availability, 2) a better estimation method to calculate the need for antivenom in Colombia, and 3) implementation of production-distribution chains guaranteeing access in remote communities.
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Introduction

The 2017 sessions of the WHO (World Health Organization), Technical and Strategic Group for Neglected Tropical Diseases classified the snakebite envenomation into the Category A of the Neglected Tropical Diseases (NTD). 1,2 This categorization increases the visibility of this NTD and the issues regarding antivenom production and shortages in some parts of the world. 1 Additionally, antivenoms are categorized as essential drugs by the WHO, but the small number of producers worldwide and their high selling prices characterize them as semi-orphan drugs. 3,4
In Colombia, snakebite envenomation is considered a priority public health issue due to the high number of annual cases, the socio-demographic and cultural characteristics of the affected population, as well as the climatic, health infrastructure and geographic conditions of the more affected regions. Previous reports indicate that in Colombia, the incidence of snakebites ranges between 7.0 and 9.3 per 100,000 individuals annually, with a mortality rate between 0.6% and 1.0%. Additionally, Colombia does not have the necessary infrastructure to guarantee the cold chain required to supply and distribute current manufactured antivenoms and fulfill the national demand for antivenoms in rural dispersed areas throughout the country. In fact, Colombia was classified in a recent study as the country in Latin America with the largest number of dangerous snake species without specific treatment available. This classification was made considering variables such as the access to antivenoms, the access to health centers and ecological information on poisonous species.

According to the WHO guidelines, there are four category 1 snake species in Colombia. This category comprises highly venomous and widespread species that represent the highest clinical-epidemiological risk and numerous snakebites. Snakebites by category 1 snake species should be promptly treated with a specific antivenom, whose efficacy has been validated to neutralize the main toxicological effects of the Colombian snakes (such as hemorrhage, edema, coagulopathies, neurotoxicity, among others) both in preclinical studies and in clinical studies. Although Colombia produces specific antivenoms against category 1 snakes, the limited units manufactured and access has led health authorities to declare emergency shortages regularly. This situation contradicts the WHO recommendations, which state that each country must have a constant and sufficient antivenom production to supply its demand.

In its antivenom production guidelines, WHO strongly recommends antivenoms to be produced in and according to the needs of each country. This is because cross-reactions are not always observed among the venoms of snakes from different regions (countries), which leads to loss of therapeutic efficacy and the importation of the antivenoms are ineffective or useless. A case in point is found in polyvalent antivenoms from Costa Rica (PoliVal-ICP), which are not effective against the envenomation by rattlesnakes in Colombia (Crotalus durissus cumanensis). The rattlesnake venom from Costa Rica lacks crotoxin fractions, an essential toxin for the development of clinical manifestations in Colombia (neurotoxicity). Even the Snakebite Public Health Surveillance Protocol does not recommend the use of antivenom produced in Costa Rica to treat crotalic accidents in Colombia. Similarly, occurs with antivenoms produced in Brazil and Mexico, which do not cover the full clinical effects of snakebites in Colombia.
The eco-epidemiological knowledge on snakebite envenomation in a country is essential to determine the course of action regarding antivenom production and distribution, and to enable the formulation of policies guaranteeing access and satisfaction of the demand. Countries should prioritize their distribution programs in terms of: a) snake category according to WHO, and b) most affected areas by snake accidents and c) lack of access to health infrastructure. Gutiérrez et al.22 mentioned additional “strategies to confront snakebite envenomation” considering increase and improvement in antivenom production and quality (in-vitro and in-vivo), accessibility to antivenoms at affordable prices, effective distribution programs, continuous training programs for health staff and preventive or educational actions with the community. In terms of opportunity, Johnston et al.23 showed how early administration of antivenoms was associated with short hospital stays and with the decrease of certain toxic manifestations of the Australian taipan (Oxyuranus spp.) snakebites (neurotoxicity), showing how guaranteed access to antivenoms is essential to address the problem.

The objective of this study is to analyze snakebite envenomation in Colombia according to the official figures from 2008 to 2020, correlating them with the official antivenom production stats based on the released batches of antivenoms, and the current manufacturing capacity. This information is relevant to prioritize actions in the most affected areas, identify the evolution over time of this event in Colombia and lead interventions that promote the production of antivenoms.

Materials and Methods
Type of study: ecological type according to Wakefield et al, and Morgenstern,24,25 corresponding to an epidemiological study based on the sociodemographic and clinic epidemiological aspects of the population affected by snakebites in Colombia.

Information and Data Collection
Websites: All websites and web pages below were consulted in November 2021.


Snakebite statistics: the public health surveillance protocol for snakebite envenomation in Colombia works as a passive or routine surveillance system in which the snakebites are reported to the National Surveillance System (SIVIGILIA, according to its initials in Spanish) on a weekly basis, by department and/or municipality.5,26 The flow of information about snakebites presents responsibility by levels starting from Primary Data Generating Units (UPGD, according to its initials in Spanish) in the local area → municipal health secretaries → district or departmental health secretaries → National Institute of Health → Ministry of Health → Pan American Health Organization → World Health Organization.5,26 The snakebite envenomation protocol and the notification chart are available following the route National Health Institute home page → A-Z Event → Snakebite. These data come directly from the UPGD or health centers, which are public or private entities that capture events of public health interest.5 Secondary sources of information included active sources of death records and registries of health services administrators.5

The official data on the snakebite envenomation were thus obtained from the official epidemiological Snakebite envenomation event report, Colombia, issued by the National Institute of Health (INS, according to its initials in Spanish) for the period 2008–2020. The information search was conducted directly on the INS official website www.ins.gov.co. The reports of the SIVIGILIA and the epidemiological reports of snakebite envenomation, available at http://portalsivigila.ins.gov.co, were reviewed in the same timeline.

Available antivenom manufacturers: the information related to the national or international antivenom manufacturers meeting Good Manufacture Practices (GMP) parameters in Colombia was obtained from the National Institute for Surveillance of Medicines and Foods (INVIMA, according to its initials in Spanish) directly from the official website www.invima.gov.co.

Numbers of Batches released from antivenoms: the information about antivenoms released batches in the national territory was obtained from the INVIMA directly from its official website www.invima.gov.co. These batches are...
released after each of the declared products meets the standardized quality parameters along with the required documentation according with the decree number 1782 of 2014. The data were available for the period 2014–2020.

Unavailable vital medicines list: the information about unavailable vital medicines was obtained from the INVIMA, directly from the official website www.invima.gov.co.

Resolutions and declarations of emergencies: the information on resolutions and declarations of emergency made by the Ministry of Health was obtained from the issues 47,397, 47,397, 47,764, 47,772, 49,130, 49,130, 49,130, 49,490, 49,852, 50,211 and 50,573 of the Colombian National Printing Press official newspaper, available at http://jacevedo.imprenta.gov.co/busca-diario-oficial.

Data Analysis
Absolute and relative frequencies were calculated with 95% confidence intervals for the qualitative variables, and summary measures (position, dispersion and central tendency) for the quantitative variables. The information was tabulated and analyzed using the Excel Microsoft Office Professional Plus 2013 software and the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 25.0.

Results and Discussion
Statistics on Snakebite Envenomation
From 2008 to 2020, a total of 58,071 cases of snakebite envenomation affecting all the territorial departments were reported in Colombia. With 334 deaths, the fatality rate of 0.57% was lower than the one reported by Leon-Nuñez et al in Colombia for the period 2008–2016 (from 0.6% to 1.0%). The department with the highest number of reports and deaths was Antioquia (n = 8455 and 65 respectively) and the one with the lowest number of reports was San Andrés (n = 4 cases and 0 deaths) which is coherent with the reports by Leon-Nuñez et al. Regarding annual behavior, it was found that the average of the annual cases was 4467, the year with the lowest number of cases was 2008 (n = 3129) and the year with the highest number was 2019 (n = 5640) reflecting a considerable increase in comparison to the figures for the period 2008–2016 reported by Leon-Nuñez et al (Figure 1). The fatality decrease may have been associated with an increase in the antivenom provided to treat snakebites, as explained below.

The annual rise of snakebite envenomation in Colombia (4.2%) responds to a series of multifactorial aspects that include the sum of socio-demographic, ecological, environmental and labor components. A constant increase in snakebite envenomation was registered since 2008, with an accumulated growth of 50.2%, a differential of 58.2% and a 4.2% annual increase of snakebites between 2008 and 2020. According to the INS epidemiological reports, this rise can be explained by two aspects: 1) an increase in the registration and reporting of the snakebites derived from the awareness and training processes of health staff; 2) climatic factors corresponding mainly to rainy seasons and/or droughts. The first aspect is most likely to be considered as the best explanation for the increased figures, as supported by Chippaux and Leon-Nuñez et al. However, the second should be reconsidered as a direct explanation for such a rapid and marked rise of snakebite envenomation in Colombia due to the lack of

Figure 1 Snakebite in Colombia. Total number of snakebite envenomation cases per year between 2008 and 2020 in the Colombian territory.
experimental data to support the statement. In fact, Chippaux\textsuperscript{29} did not find any correlation between the annual incidence of snakebites and the average seasonal incidence between 2009 and 2014 in Colombia.

Two additional factors must be considered: 1) the expansion of urban areas to rural lands (periurban areas) which in Colombia have increased at a rate of 0.4\% per year\textsuperscript{30} and the increase of agricultural activity in rural areas (expansion of the agricultural frontier). These aspects are described in different countries in South America as an explanation for the higher incidence of bites by certain snake species.\textsuperscript{31,32} The agricultural sector in Colombia reported an average annual growth of 2.6\% in the last 18 years, characterized by the increase of the planted areas in thousands of square meters.\textsuperscript{33} The expansion of these agricultural areas towards lands where snakes naturally inhabit increases the probability of snakebites. This is coherent with Gonzalez-Andrade & Chippaux,\textsuperscript{32} who state that "...\textit{agricultural activities predominate, increasing the risk of snake–human encounters}"; and Chippaux,\textsuperscript{29} who states that "... the activities of human - notably agricultural - explain encounters with the snakes".\textsuperscript{29,31} Additionally, in Colombia, the epidemiological figures show that agriculture is the main activity when snakebite envenomation occurs.\textsuperscript{6,34}

Snakebite envenomation is particularly important in dispersed rural areas because the time it takes to transfer a patient bitten by a snake to a health center is greater than those close to population centers, which can reduce the favorable prognosis of treatment by 25\%.\textsuperscript{1,4} It has been reported that in some regions of Colombia, especially those located in the Orinoquia and Amazonia, the mobilization time of snakebites patients to health centers takes more than 12 hours.\textsuperscript{1} The delay in the access to health infrastructure increases the risk of death or sequela, given that medical attention over 6 hours after snakebite is classified as severe with a subsequent negative prognosis.\textsuperscript{35} Indeed, Isbiter et al,\textsuperscript{36} reported the association between the administration of antivenoms after 2 hours of the snakebite and the occurrence of low effectiveness for the coagulopathy in snake envenoming in Australia, while Otero et al,\textsuperscript{37} reported acute renal failure or central nervous system hemorrhages after 2 hours envenomation by \textit{Bothrops}, in Colombia.

Regarding average by department, the figures reached 133 cases (CI 95\% CI 121–145), with 13 departments above the average. The departments with the highest number of cases were Antioquia, 647 (CI 95\% 588–706), Norte de Santander, 279 (CI 95\% 231–327), Bolivar, 277 (CI 95\% 243–311), Cordoba, 256 (CI 95\% 208–305), Cesar, 250 (CI 95\% 202–299) and Meta, 243 (CI 95\% 222–264) (Figure 2). Among the municipalities in Antioquia reporting the largest number of cases are Turbo, Chigorodó, Amalfi, Apartadó, San Pedro de Urabá, Zaragoza, Taraza, Necoclí, El Bagre, Andes, San Roque, Ciudad Bolivar, Cáceres, Mutata, Yolombo and Valdivia, representing 51\% of the accidents in Antioquia.\textsuperscript{38}

Figure 2: Snakebite average. Average number of snakebites by department with 95\% confidence interval for the period 2008–2020. The red dot line indicates the annual departmental average.
Population Incidence

When calculating the population incidence rate per 100,000 inhabitants, it was found that the national rate was 9.5 (CI 95% 8.75–10.27), which was higher than the previous report by Leon-Nuñez et al. in Colombia for the period 2008–2016 (7.0 and 9.3 per 100,000 inhabitants) and Chippaux for the period 2009–2014 (8.69 per 100,000 inhabitants). The difference may be associated with a significant rise in snakebite envenomation (11.6%) during the period 2017–2020 in comparison to the period 2008–2016 analyzed by Leon-Nuñez et al. 

Twenty departments showed higher rates than the national average and 4 reported over 50 cases per 100,000 inhabitants. The highest rates were reported in Vaupés, 116.1 (CI 95% 102.7–129.6), Guaviare, 79.2 (CI 95% 69.1–89.3), Amazonas, 65.7 (CI 95% 53.1–78.3) and Arauca, 52.2 (CI 95% 47.3–57.1). The departments with the lowest rated were Cundinamarca, 2.33 (CI 95% 2.1–2.6), Valle, 2.0 (CI 95% 1.73–2.31), San Andrés, 1.41 (CI 95% 0.0–3.5) and Bogotá 0.12 (CI 95% 0.0–0.31). The localities with the highest number of reports were Mitú, Pacoa and Cururu, and in the department of Guaviare, San José Del Guaviare, El Retorno, Miraflores and Calamar (Figure 3). These findings are coherent with the results by Leon-Nuñez et al in Colombia for the period 2008–2016, where the departments with the higher incidence were Vaupes, Guaviare, Amazonas, Vichada and Arauca. The incidence of snakebite in these regions is more than 5 times higher (> 54 per 100,000 inhabitants) than in the rest of the country, which could be attributed to their highly diverse snake fauna, being the least populated areas in Colombia and a large part of their population being located in rural dispersed areas with a significant number of ethnic communities, especially indigenous. 

Severity of Snakebite Envenomation

Regarding the severity of snakebite envenomation, 2008–2020 figures indicate that about 59.3% of accidents were mild, 31.5% were moderate and 6.2%, were severe (Figure 4). All percentages were slightly below the previous report by Leon-Nuñez et al who reported 61.5%, 32.2%, and 6.3% for mild, moderate and severe cases respectively. The deaths and sequelae rate derived from this type of accident ranged between 0.04% and 7.6%, and between 5% and 9% respectively, being limb loss the worst sequel occurring in the 6.3% of the accidents. These findings were very similar to the reported by Leon-Nuñez et al for the period 2008–2016 in Colombia. The decrease in the severity of the accidents may be associated with an increase in the antivenom provided to treat each classified envenomation, as explained below. On the other hand, the figures for deaths and sequelae found in this study were consistent with those published in several retrospective and prospective studies and research carried out in Colombia. 

Figure 3 Average number of snakebites by department with 95% confidence interval (2008–2020 period). The red dot line indicates the national rate per 100,000 inhabitants.
All snakebites classified at any level of severity should receive medical attention either in hospitals, clinics, or emergency services. Despite this, only 58.5% of injured patients receive medical care including hospitalization, which is below the national goal of 100% according to the official guidelines.\textsuperscript{26,28,34,40–43} Hospitals should provide specific treatment according to the level of severity. Considering the neutralizing capacity of the different antivenoms, produced by the official manufacturer (National Health Institute) or imported, the official guideline on the management of envenomation stipulate that 8, 11 and 19 vials should be used to treat mild, moderate and severe snake envenomation respectively.\textsuperscript{43}

**Characterization of the Affected Population**

According to the epidemiological reports consulted, in the last 13 years 76.7% ± 0.3% of the snakebite envenomation occurred in rural areas. In these areas, the highest risk was linked to agricultural activities, with an average of 41.3% ± 0.3%. Regarding the affiliation to the General Health Insurance System (SGSSS, according to its initials in Spanish), epidemiological reports showed that 73.5% ± 2.1% of those affected belonged to the subsidized system (public) and 11.9% ± 2.1% were not affiliated to the SGSSS. The number of accidents in people who do not have any type of affiliation to the health system has decreased in the last decade, which coincides with the increase in accidents in the number of people in the health system subsidized by the government. Understanding the health system affiliation status of people affected by snakebites allows the comprehension of the impact on the public health system and the affected population, especially when they have access to antivenoms with a high cost-effectiveness impact.\textsuperscript{44}

The high accident rate in rural areas is related to the majority of their inhabitants living in scattered rural areas of agricultural activity in plantations of products such as banana or plantain, and cattle activities such as livestock.\textsuperscript{45} Likewise, many disperse groups of indigenous and afro communities, inhabit these territories.\textsuperscript{39,46} These two ethnic groups are commonly affected by snakebite accidents, representing 18% of the accidents (>790 individuals) per year.\textsuperscript{21,28,34,40–42,45,47–51} Most of the population inhabiting rural areas is not affiliated to the SGSSS or belongs to the public regime,\textsuperscript{52} explaining thus the high rate of the population affected by snakebites not affiliated to the SGSSS or affiliated to the public system.

**Antivenom Usage**

Regarding antivenom usage, it was found that only 74.4% ± 1.7% of injured people received it (3323 patients). Regarding the people not receiving antivenoms (25.6%), 8% of the victims (357 patients) did not receive the specific treatment due to the lack of clinical manifestations (accidents classified as dry bites), while in 18% of the total cases, despite the detection of clinical manifestations and symptoms of envenoming, the specific treatment was not administered. Considering the classification of the severity of the accident, the SIVIGILA figures showed that an average of 26.4%, 12.5%, and 10.5% of the mild, moderate and severe classified accidents respectively did not receive antivenoms (Table 1).\textsuperscript{28,34,40–42,51} A decrease in the number of patients that did not receive any antivenom was detected in the figures.
from Leon-Nuñez et al for the period 2008–2016 in Colombia. Despite this decrease, the fact that envenomed patients still not receiving the specific treatment is especially concerning, and place people at a high risk of sequels or death, as supported by Otero et al. After using antivenoms, adverse reactions were reported in 7.5% of the individuals. According to the official epidemiological reports of the INS, in 2015 and 2016, an average of 4.5 vials of antivenom per patient were used. This data is obtained by dividing the total number of vials (used in a time period) by the number of patients who received treatment. Although this figure gives direct evidence of the number of vials spent by the patients, it cannot be used to calculate the number of vials needed to guarantee access to the specific treatment as explained below. Indeed, according to Otero et al, the average of vials used per patient should be above 7 vials.

### Need for Antivenom and Production Figures

In Colombia, there are two GMP authorized manufacturers producing second-generation whole IgG antivenoms, in two different pharmaceutical presentations — liquid (by the public manufacturer) and solid (by the private manufacturer). Both manufacturers are allowed to produce polyvalent antivenoms against *Bothrops asper*, *Lachesis spp* (by cross-reactivity with *B. asper*), and *Crotalus durissus cummanensis*; and a polyvalent antivenom against *Micrurus* species.

There are different methods to estimate the vials needed to attend the number of accidents per year, one in such a way that consumption is covered (direct demand) and the other where access to antivenoms is guaranteed. In Colombia, we identified 3 different methods, used by the government and different authors, to calculate the need for antivenom. Since the antivenom manufactured by the official producer (National Health Institute) is the most potent and common treatment available, we used these antivenoms as a reference to calculate antivenom figures. If we consider the antivenom produced by the private manufacturer, the number of vials surpasses the reported figures when applying methods 2 and 3, since the neutralizing capacity is lower (25 mg of *B. asper*, 20 mg *Lachesis spp* and 10 mg of *C. durissus*). The neutralizing potency of the imported antivenom from Mexico is similar to the antivenom by the private manufacturer.

**Method 1**: According to INS information (and some authors in Colombia), we found that the calculation of the needed number of antivenom vials in Colombia is obtained from the direct result of the multiplication of the number of accidents of the previous year and the theoretical average consumption of vials, which is assumed to be 4.5 vials per patient according to the epidemiological reports. In this sense, Colombia needed around 25,380 vials in 2020 (data derived from the multiplication of the accidents from 2019 and the average of used vials 5640 x 4.5). This data would be useful only to know the direct consumption or expenditure of vials but does not consider variables such as accident severity, historical maximum consumption in a time period, and underreporting, among others, making these figures unreal and insufficient to determine the actual number of vials needed per year in Colombia.

**Method 2**: Another perspective is to estimate the number of vials needed to attend a snakebite according to the severity of the accidents and statistics on snake envenomation of the previous year of estimation and multiply it by the number of vials needed to attend each level of severity. If we follow this approach, the number of vials needed in 2020 was 50,021 vials (24,641 vials more when compared to method 1). In this case, the number of vials is obtained considering the number of accidents by severity occurred on 2019 (2916 mild accidents, 1794 moderate accidents and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Average Percentage</th>
<th>Average of Cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>30.9%</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>21.5%</td>
<td>26.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>25.6%</td>
<td>725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>28.3%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>25.7%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>6.7%</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>6.0%</td>
<td>7.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>7.9%</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>8.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>7.8%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Notes:* Data are presented according to the clinical classification of the accident. Mild, moderate and severe classification according to National Guidelines.

*Abbreviation:* NR, data not reported.
367 severe accidents) and the usage of 8, 11 and 19 vials to attend mild, moderate and severe accidents respectively, according to the national guidelines on the management of envenomations. The number of vials used by severity corresponds to the antivenoms manufactured by National Health Institute and imported.

Method 3: In a closer and more realistic estimation carried out by researchers from the University of Antioquia and based on the availability to guarantee antivenom access, it is estimated that in Colombia, with the current accident figures, the number of vials needed in 2020 was 54,440 vials (29,060 vials more when compared to method 1) should be available on the market every year to guarantee not only access to this type of essential drugs, but to satisfy the demand for availability of antivenom. This figure is obtained from an equation that includes variables such as underreporting, average use of vials per patient, maximum number of accidents in the last decade, expected consumption of vials and current consumption of vials.

When we compare the figures related to the need for antivenoms with those of antivenom production in Colombia during the last 7 years (2014–2020), a deficit is detected when applying all methods, specially 2 and 3. During this period of time, INVIMA has released and absorbed an average of 21,104 vials per year (including anticoral vials) with an average of 11 batches per year from the local antivenom producers (Table 2). The official manufacturer releases an average of 13,103 vials per year, while the private one releases an average of 8001 vials per year, in both cases including polyvalent antiophidic and anticoral vials. The year of highest production of antivenoms in Colombia was 2016 with 38,578 vials (with 27,065 and 11,513 vials released by the public and private manufacturers respectively). However, when 2020 figures were analyzed, they dropped to 19,196 vials (with 0 vials issued by the private manufacturer). Figure 5 shows the historical and irregular issue of batches released each year, per producer. A third-party collaborator in antivenom production comes from Mexico, producing approximately 10,000 vials per year. Based on the second and third method and considering all the available suppliers of antivenom in Colombia (Table 2), between 2014 and 2020, the antivenom availability in the market, has not been guaranteed (Figure 5). Linking the last 5 years of total domestic antivenom production by year with the annual snakebite envenomation figures, we observed a tendency characterized by the decrease of antivenom production and increase in snakebites (Figure 6).

Gomez et al used method number 1 to calculate the number of vials needed, stating that Colombia needs 30,000 vials per year. However, as seen above, this is only to cover the direct consumption, and the number of vials needed in Colombia should be calculated using methods 2 or 3, which consider more variables than method 1 and provide more accurate figures of needed antivenom to guarantee their access. Scheske et al indicate that one of the key issues to guaranteeing snakebite treatment is the limited access to antivenom due to its low production, inadequate distribution chains, and the need for specific antivenoms for each region. Methods 2 and 3 consider not only the direct consumption but also variables such as the average of vials used per patient by severity (method 2), underreporting, maximum value of

Table 2 Sources and Availability of Antivenoms in Colombia Based on the Released Batches by the INVIMA in the Period 2014–2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Public Manufacturer</th>
<th>Private Manufacturer</th>
<th>Released Batches by Year</th>
<th>Average by Year</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Summary Including Imported Vials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>3511</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3256</td>
<td>6511</td>
<td>16,511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>13,674</td>
<td>17,744</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>15,709</td>
<td>31,418</td>
<td>41,418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>27,065</td>
<td>11,513</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>19,289</td>
<td>38,578</td>
<td>48,578</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15,435</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>7718</td>
<td>15,435</td>
<td>25,435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>19,353</td>
<td>7801</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13,577</td>
<td>27,154</td>
<td>37,154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>9433</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4717</td>
<td>9433</td>
<td>19,433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>19,196</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9598</td>
<td>19,196</td>
<td>29,196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>13,103</td>
<td>8001</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10,552</td>
<td>21,104</td>
<td>31,104</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
accidents in the last decade, expected consumption of vials and current consumption of vials (method 3). When compared to method 1, the application of methods 2 and 3 results in a higher number of vials needed, increasing 97.1% and 114.5% respectively the numbers of vials required. It is important to consider that accessibility depends also on the distribution strategies in rural dispersed areas, as stated by Gomez et al.\textsuperscript{54}

Gomez et al\textsuperscript{54} indicated that the private manufacturer used to produce an average of 38,108 vials per year (for the period 2008–2016), and employed this figure to argue that Colombia produces enough antivenom to cover the need. Decree 1782 of 2014 states that “The commercialization of all biological treatment batches is subjected to the approval issued by the regulatory authority (INVIMA)” and according to official figures by the INVIMA, the private producer released an average above 8001 vials (see Table 2). In fact, during the last two years of the analyzed period in this study (2019–2020), the private manufacturer did not introduce a single vial (0 vials) into the market (Figure 5). The difference between the production figures indicated by Gomez et al\textsuperscript{54} and the introduced vials approved by the INVIMA (30,107 vials) could be explained by the private manufacturer exportation of antivenoms to Perú and Ecuador, as stated by Gomez et al.\textsuperscript{54}

Policies to promote a constant and sufficient production are needed especially when both producers have very irregular manufacturing rates, as seen in Figure 5. This study showed a clear and systematic shortage of antivenoms during the last 14 years, based on the official manufacturing figures in Colombia and the current need to guarantee access to antivenoms. This result is coherent with the toxicological emergency guidelines of the Ministry of Health of Colombia and the WHO technical documents for handling snakebite envenomation, recommending that every snakebite
The claim of shortage of antivenoms is based on: 1) the different and current Health Emergency Declarations in the national territory due to stock-outs of different types of antivenoms (resolutions 2413 of 2008, 002206 of 2009, 2397 and 2672 of 2010, 1300, 1301, 1302 of 2014, 1241 of 2015, 1478 of 2016, 1209 of 2017 and resolution 1487 of 2018), 2) the inclusion of antivenoms into lists of vital medicine not available in Colombia, 3) the figures of vials production versus the demand for availability of antivenom. Both periods of shortage (2004–2010 and 2014–2020) and the constant Health Emergency Declarations, indicate that Colombia does not have an antivenom policy leading to a stable and constant availability of antivenoms to meet current needs.

According to decree 481 of 2004 (issued by the Health Ministry of Colombia), the definition of vital medicines not available includes those medicines essential, indispensable and irreplaceable to safeguard life or relieve any suffering patient or group of patients. During the last 7 years (2014–2020), antivenoms in Colombia (antilonomic, antiophidic, antielapidic-anticoral, antiscorpionic and antiarachnidic) were classified into the category of vital medicines not available by the INVIMA (only polyvalent antiophidic antivenom was excluded as vital and not available at the end of 2020). Currently, in Colombia, there is no local production of antilonomic, antiscorpionic or antiarachnidic antivenoms.

**Antivenom Distribution**

Concerning the distribution chain of antivenoms, it was found that there is no available programs or distribution network in Colombia to guarantee antivenom availability in the areas of greatest need. The Colombian state left the acquisition of antivenoms in the hands of hospitals, which acquired antivenoms by calling the National Health Institute directly or through local distributors of medicines that act as a third party in the distribution and supply chain, which increases the final cost of the product. In some cases, the Ministry has sent antivenoms to some territorial entities to support emergencies.

It is also observed that Colombia does not have a clear and defined policy for the distribution of antivenoms in the most affected areas. The current method of passive acquisition of antivenoms by health centers causes the concentration of antivenoms in populated centers (large and intermediate cities) and their unavailability in the most affected areas, as reported by other authors. Additionally, there is no cold chain for the distribution of liquid antivenoms, which makes it more difficult in Colombia to acquire them in some areas where, in addition to the lack of health infrastructure, there is a lack of electrical infrastructure. These two factors, together with the variable levels of production, generate limited access to and availability of antivenoms, despite having a decent snakebite report system, according to different reports.

**Limitations**

Among the limitations of this study, it is noteworthy that snakebite envenomation epidemiological reports delivered by the INS lack uniformity in the registration and analysis of the information. Likewise, the information consulted does not consider events per patient, number of vials used per patient, patients receiving them according to the degree of poisoning, adverse reactions, and complications or sequelae resulting from accidents (loss of limbs, surgical interventions, etc.). Despite current toxicological guides in Colombia clearly describing the snakebite envenomation classification, the severity is sometimes misclassified by the health personnel. The analysis presented in this study was carried out with statistical aggregates that must be interpreted with caution to avoid ecological fallacy (associations in aggregate populations may be different from those found in the individual plane). In addition, it is important to bear in mind that many snakebites envenomations occur in indigenous populations or to inhabitants of dispersed rural areas that do not attend health centers, and therefore, they are not registered with SIVIGILA. Also, it should be considered that these ethnic communities usually treat snakebites with therapeutic practices other than antivenom, sometime before its administration. During the timeline of this study in these communities, 7.3% used nature herbs, 8.3%, potions and 6.9%, prayers. Calculating underreporting in Colombia is an issue that exceeds any technical and scientific capacity, however, some approaches have been made indicating that the underreporting can be 43%.
Conclusion
Snakebites in Colombia have continuously grown during the last years affecting all departments in Colombia. Conditions like increased registration and reporting of the snakebites, expansion of urban areas to rural lands, and growth of agricultural activity in rural areas (expansion of agricultural frontier) may be the three main factors associated with the rise of snakebites in Colombia. Multiple efforts should be done to guarantee access to antivenoms: 1. There should be a higher production and better quality of antivenoms manufactured in Colombia. Despite the figures on local antivenom production, the annual production rates do not cover the number of vials needed to guarantee access to antivenoms. 2. A better estimation method to calculate the need for antivenom in Colombia should be used. Methods 2 and 3 presented in this study should be considered by the local public health authorities to estimate the number of vials needed in Colombia annually to guarantee access to antivenoms. 3. A production-distribution model linking public and private laboratories should be implemented in Colombia to guarantee antivenoms access, considering it as the main aim of antivenom production. To overcome the continuous antivenom shortage in Colombia, new production strategies must be linked with distribution schemes to ensure that antivenoms reach the most affected populations, guaranteeing access and tackling the issue of 74.4% of the victims receiving treatment, as seen today, where even severe patients are not receiving antivenom.
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